
Available Sizes

454 g / 1 lb.

90 g / 3.2 oz.

Soothes sensitive scalps

Adds protein to just about any 

treatment

Adds shine to colours

Prevents perms from reddening 

the hair

Makes a great straightener

Algena is an additive with a very high natural protein content. 

Mix it with Crema Treatment or Reconstructor for the ultimate 

monthly protein treatment to revitalize hair and close split 

ends. Add it to bleach and tint to tone down the yellow and to 

soothe the burning sensation of sensitive scalps. Add it to perm 

solution to condition the hair while it's perming. Algena also 

makes an excellent hair straightener.

DIRECTIONS

FOR THE ULTIMATE PROTEIN TREATMENT
Wash the client's hair with Chiaro Purifying Shampoo and 

towel dry thoroughly. Mix approximately 2 parts Crema 

(Treatment or Reconstructor) with 1 part Algena. Separate the 

hair in sections and apply the mixture to the hair using a 

brush making sure the ends are well coated. When the 

application is completed, place a plastic cap on the hair and 

put the customer under the dryer. After 15 minutes, rinse and 

style.

FOR TINTING, BLEACHING, AND TONING
Add approximately 2 teaspoons of Algena to tints, bleaches, or 

toners of any color range. This will enrich the hair with 

protein, tone down the yellow, and act as a soothing agent to 

reduce burning sensation on sensitive scalps. 

FOR PERMS
Add 1 to 2 teaspoons of Algena to the active base of the perm 

solution. This will enable the protein molecules of Algena to 

chemically bond to the hair shaft. The other benefits are: less 

burning of the skin and reduced reddening of the hair.
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TO STRAIGHTEN HAIR
Easy to use and safe permanent hair straightening is now a reality thanks to UANS® Algena and Paris Perm. 

Works like a perm in reverse and can be applied on virgin or tinted hair.

1. Gently wash the client's hair with Chiaro Purifying Shampoo and condition with Crema Intensive 

Reconstructor.

2. Rinse, towel dry and re-apply a small amount of Crema Intensive Reconstructor to the ends and comb 

through.

3. Pre-straighten client’s hair using a blow dryer and round brush first, then flat iron.

4. Separate hair into four sections: Back, sides and front.

5. Put 90g Algena powder into a plastic bowl. Pour activator “A” into Paris Perm base “B” and shake well. 

Pour base into powder a little at a time while stirring with a brush or whisk. Mix well until you have a 

smooth thick paste.

6. Beginning at the nape, apply the mixture section by section (the smaller the section, the better) with a 

brush starting a ¼ inch from the scalp. Pull and smooth hair against the nape with your fingers.

7. When back section is complete, start a timer; 30 minutes for virgin hair, 15-20 minutes for tinted hair. It 

is normal for paste will harden.

8. While the back is processing, continue with the side sections followed by the front using thermal paper 

or foil to protect the skin and face. Start a timer when each section is complete.

9. Rinse each section with warm water for at least 5 minutes when the timer goes off.

10. When all sections are rinsed, shampoo hair using Chiaro Purifying Shampoo. Rinse and towel-dry.

11. Working in sections starting from the nape, apply neutralizer making sure every strand is saturated. 

Once neutralizer has been applied, comb hair through from front to back for at least five minutes.

12. Rinse neutralizer and apply Vital Conditioner to close the cuticle. Rinse, towel dry and proceed with 

style.

After 3-4 months, Algena and Paris can be applied to re-growth.
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FOR THE SALON PROFESSIONAL UANS® MANUFACTURES A FULL LINE OF PREMIUM TECHNICAL 
PRODUCTS INCLUDING LOW-AMMONIA COLOURS, PERMS, BLEACHES, CORRECTORS AND MORE. 
DILIGENT SCIENCE BEHIND EVERY UANS® PRODUCT ENSURES THAT LONG-TERM HAIR CARE WILL NOT 
BE SACRIFICED TO SHORT-TERM NEEDS.
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